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Movies.People have been flocking to see ‘The Walking Dead’ finale, but there are also a lot of “What’s next?” questions swirling. Still, it’s not like the comic series that the franchise is based on has any shortage
of material to serve as a viable backbone. So what should this show’s future be? Fans are thrilled to see this show’s series finale airing on Sunday, but not everyone is on board with the notion of Rick Grimes
returning to the post-apocalyptic world. In the comics, Rick and other group members don’t always make it to the next page, but since this is a television show, and not an adaptation of a graphic novel, there’s
not a guarantee that a show runner will follow that same path. ‘The Walking Dead’ season 7 will have the ‘Rick vs. Negan’ finale, showrunner talks up the direction of the franchise With that in mind, perhaps it’s
best to have a conversation about where the show should head. The last season of ‘The Walking Dead’ ended with a heavily debated departure from the characters that the show has spent its seven seasons
developing. Rick and Maggie didn’t exactly make it out of the episode alive, which left fans in a state of uncertainty. But when it came time for the show’s Season 8 premiere, the central characters all returned to
life, ready for an entirely different set of problems. Rick even discovered that he had a child in
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